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Abstract—FSK modulation is widely used in communication 
system. In this paper, based on the basic formula of the 
communication theory, we concluded a new digital 
implementation method of base-band signal of 2FSK quadrature 
modulation formula, and realized in base-band signal simulation 
software based on VC++, with which we can analyse the signal 
with constellation, vector and frequency spectrogram designed on 
our own. This new method makes it easy to build the unification 
system platform. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Usually engineers adopt  the mode of DDS to realize  FSK 
modulation , but this kind of method can’t achieve the base-
band signal before FSK processing of carrier frequency 
modulation ,however  the other modes of modulation such as 
QAM, PSK can easily get their base-band signal. In order to 
analyze the characteristics of base-band signal, we also need to 
get the base-band signal of FSK modulation. In the symbol 
mapping , we can set amplitude imbalance ratio and phase 
imbalance  ratio of  IQ according to the constellation 
diagram ,producing effect about  the constellation diagram  
such as rotation, compression, distortion , to test the capacity of  
equipment demodulation and signal recovery. 

II.  QUADRATURE MODULATION OF 2FSK  

A. The Theory of Communication 

Wireless communication transfers data information through 
modulation to the carrier of amplitude, frequency, and phase as 
communication principle shows. Suppose a carrier modulated 
as following: 

 )](2cos[)()( ttftAtS c    

cf is the angular frequency of carrier, )(tA  is the 

amplitude modulation information of signal, )(t  
is the phase 

modulation information of signal. Through the simplified 
deformation of triangle function, 错误！未找到引用源。 can 
be written also as following: 

 )2sin()()2cos()()( tftQtftItS cc    

)(tI and )(tQ are as following： 

 )(cos)()( ttAtI   

 )(sin)()( ttAtQ   

If it is FSK modulation, frequency information represents 
the change of signal, the amplitude function in formula can be 

1)( tA .
 

We can suppose
 0)( t ，so the expression of signal 

shows as following： 

 ))(2cos()( tfftS nc    

That is, 

)2sin()2sin()2cos()2cos()( tftftftftS ncnc    
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 )2cos()( tftI n  

 )2sin()( tftQ n  

Actually we can get 1)()( 22  tQtI  
from )(tI and 

)(tQ ,  that  constellation chart and vector diagram are  both 

circle through the 2FSK modulation expression. 

A modulation which can produce constant envelope and 
continuous signal is called minimum frequency shift keying, 
2FSK which has the minimum frequency difference of 
orthogonal signal. The phase keep continuous in neighboring 
symbols junction. noting for MSK.MSK is a  kind of special 
circumstance of 2FSK which  has the minimum frequency 
difference of orthogonal signal. The phase keeps continuous in 
neighboring symbols junction. 

 )cos()(   ttAtS cCPFSK  
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We consider that the FSK signal is orthogonal when n is an 
integral number.  must be small in order to improve the 

utilization rate of frequency band.   
reaches the minimum 

when ＝1. The frequency difference is half of the symbol rate, 
reaching the minimum of orthogonal signal. The particular 
choice of CPFSK is called minimum frequency shift 
keying(MSK). 

B. Discrete Expression of  I and Q 

As the system clock sysf  is sure, the relation between 

frequency required and stepping angle is as following: 




2sysff   

 nc fff   

f is the frequency after modulation, cf is carrier frequency, 

nf
 is frequency shift. 

 nc    

Stepping angle is contains two parts, one is caused by 

carrier frequency c  
and the other part is caused by frequency 

shift is n . 
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The system clock is larger than the rate for code or equal, 
meeting  the  following relation: 

 symsys fngOversamplif *  

Oversampling is oversampling ratio. 
It supposed not to be interpolate before the constellation 

chart deserializing. 

 symsys ff   

So the frequency shift 0f of baseband signal which we 

choose corresponds the stepped  angle that is  


symf

f0
0

2   

So the frequency shift 1f of baseband signal which we 
choose corresponds the stepped  angle that is 


symf

f1
1

2   

Applied in projects we need to achieve the discrete 
of )(tI 、 )(tQ channel  from(7)and(8) 

 )cos()2cos()( nn NtftI    

 )sin()2sin()( nn NtftQ    

n

N

2

 , N  must be an integer. 
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III.  REALIZATION OF BASE-BAND SIGNAL SIMULATION 

SOFTWARE AND 2FSK  

A. The Flow Chart of the Whole Base-band Signal 
Simulation Software 

 

 
Figure 1.  The flow chart of  base-band signal simulation software. 

B. The Implement  of  2FSK  

0
1

 
Figure 2.  The flow chart of FSK implement.  

IV.  THE SIMULATION RESULT 

Code type, code number, code rate, filter parameters, filter 

types, frequency shift 0f  and frequency shift
1f  

are all set by 

users through base-band signal simulation software by 

themselves as follows, 0f  is 250Hz, 
1f  is -2500Hz, the roll-

off  of filter  is 0.3, length of filter coefficient is 99.  

 

 
Figure 3.   Parameter setting. 

 

 
Figure 4.   Vector diagram of 2FSK. 

 

 
 Figure 5.   Frequency spectrogram of  2FSK. 

 

In order to produce bright contrast, the modulation mode is 

changed to MSK. The frequency offset  0f , 1f  
become the 

default value while code rate is fixed by 10kHz ,so 0f  
is 

2500Hz, 
1f  

is -2500Hz,and keep the other parameters not 

change. 
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Figure 6.   Vector diagram of MSK. 

 
  Figure 7.  Frequency spectrogram of MSK. 

According to this method we can easily get the base-band 
signal of FSK modulation, we choose different types of data 

source, filters, oversampling, and so on. We just need one 
platform even apply in hardware. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

I, Q channel simulation of FSK base-band signal is realized 
through software on PC, what’s more, the analysis of 
constellation chart, vector diagram and frequency spectrogram 
is similar with the theoretical result, which achieves the 
expected goal. This new method not only is good for 
communication system unify with other modulations such as 
QAM and PSK but also has the high engineering application 
value. 
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